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Description
Hi, just to recap what I reported on IRC the other day.
All services (MPEG4-HD) on a DVB-S trasponder (1W, 10934V) fail detection in tvheadend. Whereas a tool such as w_scan finds
them just fine. The only remarkable thing about the services are the fact that they are on a DVB-S transponder where no other
(non-HD) services are present. As far as I can tell this is the only such case with my provider. All other MPEG4-HD services are
either on DVB-S2 transponders or share a DVB-S transponder with non-HD services. I have no problem detecting those services in
tvheadend.
I have made a mux dump available here:
http://feathers.os-tr.net/~mortenkn/mux-dump-1W-10934-V.ts
Regards, abyssmal.
History
#1 - 2010-09-09 18:45 - abyssmal Replying to abyssmal:
Hi, just to recap what I reported on IRC the other day.
All services (MPEG4-HD) on a DVB-S trasponder (1W, 10934V) fail detection in tvheadend. Whereas a tool such as w_scan finds them just fine.
The only remarkable thing about the services are the fact that they are on a DVB-S transponder where no other (non-HD) services are present.
As far as I can tell this is the only such case with my provider. All other MPEG4-HD services are either on DVB-S2 transponders or share a
DVB-S transponder with non-HD services. I have no problem detecting those services in tvheadend.
I have made a mux dump available here:
http://feathers.os-tr.net/~mortenkn/mux-dump-1W-10934-V.ts
Regards, abyssmal.
Update on this one, after removing my .hts directory and setting everything up from scratch every missing channel got detected. So I no longer have
this problem. It might still be some sort of bug, but I guess it might be difficult to find?
#2 - 2010-10-05 23:57 - Andreas Smas
- Found in version set to worksforme
Yes, i tried looking at the .ts file but I could not find any full descriptors of services in it.
I find it strange that Tvheadend manage to pick anything up at all from this mux.
Either way, i'm closing this.
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